Welcome to the V6N11 November 2008 issue of the Awareness Watch™ Newsletter. This newsletter is available as a complimentary subscription and will be issued monthly. Each newsletter will feature the following:

**Awareness Watch™ Featured Report**
**Awareness Watch™ Spotters**
**Awareness Watch™ Book/Paper/Article Review**
**Subject Tracer™ Information Blogs**

I am always open to feedback from readers so please feel free to email with all suggestions, reviews and new resources that you feel would be appropriate for inclusion in an upcoming issue of Awareness Watch™. This is an ongoing work of creativity and you will be observing constant changes, constant updates knowing that “change” is the only thing that will remain constant!!

**Awareness Watch™ Featured Report**

This month’s featured report will be highlighting Healthcare Bots and Subject Directories. These resources are also available at the following URL:

http://www.HealthcareBots.info/

These resources are designed to be your private Library for the latest and greatest healthcare search engines and subject directories available from the Internet. The search engine resources are aggregated and have been made the majority part of a custom healthcare search engine created by Marcus P. Zillman and available at the below URL:

http://www.eHealthcareBot.com/
Healthcare Bots and Subject Directories

By
Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A.
Executive Director – Virtual Private Library

This white paper link compilation is designed to give you the latest resources available to find selected and niched information in the healthcare field for healthcare research both professional and personal. It is divided into two categories: a) Search Engines and Selected Bots, and b) Directories, Subject Trees and Subject Tracers. These resources allow you to begin your research using the latest sources that are available on the Internet. Using both bots and subject directories to initialize your healthcare research allows one to create a broad spectrum approach to the information available.

Healthcare Search Engines and Selected Bots:

AIM DocFinder
http://www.docboard.org/

American Board of Medical Specialties - Board Certification Verification
http://www.certifieddoctor.org/

BioMail
http://biomail.sourceforge.net/biomail/index.html

BioMed Central
http://www.biomedcentral.com/

BioMed Search
http://www.biomed.lib.umn.edu/bms.html

BioText Search Engine
http://biosearch.berkeley.edu/
CDC WONDER (Wide-ranging ONline Data for Epidemiologic Research)
http://wonder.cdc.gov/

CertiFACTS On-Line Verification Program
http://www.certifacts.org/

CiteHealth - Reports & Ratings on Hospitals, Nursing Homes and Other Health Care Providers
http://citehealth.com/

ClusterMed
http://clustermed.info/

CME Search HealthStream
http://www.healthstream.com/cmesearch

CME TravelNet
http://www.cmetravel.com/

Compare-Stuff.com - Quantitative Pubmed Comparisons
http://compare-stuff.com/pubmed/

Consumer Health and Patient Education Information Search Engine
http://davidrothman.net/consumer-health-and-patient-education-information-search-engine/

CureHunter - Medical Search and Discovery
http://www.CureHunter.com/

DocInfo - Your Most Accurate and Trusted Source for Physician Disciplinary Information
http://www.docinfo.org/

eHealthcare Bot
http://www.eHealthcareBot.com/

Entrez - The Life Sciences Cross-Database Search Engine

Diseases Database - Medical Lists and Links Searchable Diseases Database
http://www.diseasesdatabase.com/

Find a Doctor using The Doctor Directory’s Physician Directory and Doctor Search
http://doctordirectory.com/doctors/directory/
Find a Hospital using The Hospital Directory's Hospital and Medical Center Search Directory
http://www.hospitaldirectory.com/hospitals/directory/

Find Health News

Find Medical Schools using The Medical School Directory's Search Directory
http://www.medicalschooldirectory.com/medicalSchools/directory/

GoPubMed.org - Life-Science Search Engine

Healia - Consumer Health Search Engine
http://www.healia.com/

Healing Foods Reference Database
http://www.HealingFoodReference.com/

Health A to Z
http://healthatoz.com/

Health Cyber Map
http://healthcybermap.semanticweb.org/

HealthFinder® - Your Guide to Reliable Health Information
http://www.healthfinder.gov/

Healthline - Health Search Engine and Medical Information
http://www.healthline.com/

Health On the Net(HON): MedHunt
http://www.hon.ch/MedHunt/

HealthScout
http://www.healthscout.com/

Health Search Links
http://gate8.com/health-search-links.htm

HealthVisit
http://www.HealthVisit.com/
Medical Matrix
http://www.medmatrix.org/reg/login.asp

Medical World Search
http://www.mwsearch.com/

MEDLINE Deutsches Medizin Forum
http://www.medline.de/

MEDLINEplus
http://medlineplus.gov/

MedStory - Intelligent Search for Health & Medicine
http://www.medstory.com/

MedWorm

NextBio - Life Science Search Engine
http://www.nextbio.com/

NLH's Primary Care Question Answering Service
http://www.library.nhs.uk/default.aspx

NLM Drug Information Portal
http://druginfo.nlm.nih.gov/

NLM Gateway Search
http://gateway.nlm.nih.gov/gw/Cmd

NN/LM Guide to Internet Discovery Tools
http://nnlm.gov/tools.html

OmniMedicalSearch.com - A Medical Metasearch Engine
http://www.omnimedicalsearch.com/

Openly JAKE
http://jake.openly.com/servlet/Jake

OReFiL: Online Resource Finder for Lifesciences
http://orefil.dbcls.jp/index.cgi

PogoFrog - Medical Search Engine for Physicians
http://www.pogofrog.com/
PubMed Clinical Queries

ReleMed™ - Search Millions of Biomedical Articles for the Most Relevant Answers
http://www.relemed.com/

RightHealth - Medical and Health-Related Search Engine
http://www.righthealth.com/

RODS Open Source Project - Open Source Real-time Outbreak and Disease Surveillance Software
http://openrods.sourceforge.net/

Scientific & Medical ART Imagebase
http://www.epnet.com/thisTopic.php?marketID=1&topicID=546

Search Medical Algorithms
http://www.medal.org/

SearchMedica - Medical Search Engine
http://www.searchmedica.co.uk/

SearchMedica Primary Care
http://searchmedica.com/

Search: Medical and Health Library
http://www.nzdl.org/fast-cgi-bin/library?a=p&p=about&c=mhl

SpiderNevi - Medical Tutorial Search Engine
http://www.spidernevi.com/

SPOT Healthcare - Healthcare Search Engine
http://www.spothealthcare.com/

SUMSearch
http://sumsearch.uthscsa.edu/

Swedish MeSH Tree Tool
http://mesh.kib.ki.se/swemesh/swemesh.cfm

Trip Database
http://www.tripdatabase.com/
Twease - Search Medline At the Abstract Level
http://twease.org/medline/app

UCLA Folkmed Database - Search
http://www.folkmed.ucla.edu/

Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/

Vimo - Comparison Shopping for Healthcare
http://www.vimo.com/

Visual Medical Dictionary

Healthcare Directories, Subject Trees and Subject Tracers

About: Health & Fitness
http://home.about.com/health/

ACRL - Medical Resources for the Consumer
http://www.ala.org/acrl/resdec00.html

All About Forensic Science - Free and Comprehensive Guide to Forensic Science
http://www.all-about-forensic-science.com/

AMEDEO - The Medical Literature Guide - Scientific Information in Medicine
http://www.amedeo.com/

Archives of Medical Research
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01884409

Authoratory - Database of Leading PubMed Scientists
http://www.authoratory.com/

Basic Medical Library Management Resources
http://nnlm.gov/libinfo/mgmt/

Better Health Channel (BHC)

Biological and Chemical Terrorism Information for Healthcare Professionals
http://www.istl.org/04-winter/internet.html
Biological Informatics
http://www.BiologicalInformatics.info/

Biology Browser
http://www.biologybrowser.org/

Biomedical Information Resources & Services - by Subject
http://www.mic.ki.se/Other.html

BlackStump Medical Page

caBIG™ - cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid
https://cabig.nci.nih.gov/workspaces/Architecture/caGrid/

Cancer Monthly
http://www.cancermonthly.com

CAPHIS Top 100 List
http://caphis.mlanet.org/consumer/index.html

Cardiovascular Embryology Animations
http://www.indiana.edu/~anat550/cvanim/

Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
http://www.cdc.gov/

Cipla Doc
http://www.cipladoc.com/

Clinical Medicine and Health Research
http://clinmed.netprints.org/home.dtl

ClinicalStudyResults.org
http://www.clincalstudyresults.org

Connecting Caregivers - Matching Senior With Caregivers
http://connectingcaregivers.com/

Consumer Health Web Manual
http://nnlm.gov/outreach/consumer/index.html

CorePsych - Brain and Body Connections
http://CorePsychBlog.com/
Encyclopedia of Medical Genomics and Proteomics
http://www.dekker.com/sdek/issues~db=enc~content=t713172965

Encyclopedia of Pharmaceutical Technology
http://www.dekker.com/sdek/issues~db=enc~content=t713172974

EQUIP - Electronic Quality Information for Patients
http://www.equip.nhs.uk/

Essential Health Links
http://www.healthnet.org/essential-links/

Family Doctor - Health Information for the Whole Family
http://www.FamilyDoctor.org/

Flu Wiki
http://www.fluwikie.com/

Free Medical Journals
http://www.freemedicaljournals.com/

Free Medical Books
http://www.freebooks4doctors.com/

GALEN
http://www.library.ucsf.edu/

ganfyd.org - A Medical Wiki

Gold Bamboo - Alternative Health Comparisons
http://goldbamboo.com/

Geometry.net - Health Conditions
http://www.geometry.net/health_conditions/

Golden Hour - Medical Information Center
http://www.goldenhour.co.il/

Google™ Directory - Health
http://directory.google.com/Top/Health/

http://www.bartleby.com/107/
Guide to Selected Bioinformatics Internet Resources
http://www.istl.org/02-winter/internet.html

Hardin Meta Directory
http://www.lib.uiowa.edu/hardin/md/index.html

Harvey Project - Open Course Collaboratories Human Physiology Course Materials
http://opencourse.org/Collaboratories/harveyproject

Health
http://www.health.gov/

Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP)
http://www.ahrq.gov/data/hcup/

Healthcare Resources

Health Education Assets Library (HEAL)
http://www.healcentral.org/

Health, Fitness and Nutrition with Dr. Gabe Mirkin
http://www.drmirkin.com/

Health Forums, Newsgroups, eZine/Newsletters and Mailing Lists

Health Gateway - Health Information for Healthy Living
http://www.HealthGateway.info/

Health InterNetwork
http://www.healthinternetwork.org/

Health InterNetwork Access to Research Initiative (HINARI)
http://www.who.int/hinari/en/

Healthlink
http://healthlink.mcw.edu/index.html

Healthocrates - Free Medical Discussions
http://www.healthocrates.com/

Healthopedia.com - Your Health Encyclopedia
http://www.healthopedia.com/
HealthMap - Global Disease Alert Mapping System  
http://www.healthmap.org/en

Herb Research Foundation  
http://www.herbs.org/

HHS Directory of Health and Human Services Data Resources  
http://aspe.os.dhhs.gov/datacncl/datadir/

Home, Children and Clinical Studies (NHLBI, NIH, DHHS)  

Internet for Medicine - Free Interactive Tutorial  
http://www.vts.intute.ac.uk/he/tutorial/medic

Introduction to Health Services Research - A Self-Study Course  

Intute - Health and Life Sciences  
http://www.intute.ac.uk/healthandlifesciences/

JMIR- Journal of Medical Internet Research  
http://www.jmir.org/index.htm

Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health (JHSPH) OpenCourseWare (OCW)  
http://ocw.jhsph.edu/

KoreaMed  

Listservs® for Medical Librarians  
http://www.chu-rouen.fr/documed/lis.html#medlist

LLRX Researching Medical Literature on the Internet 2008  

Local Harvest Resources  
http://www.localharvest.org/

Martindale's Health Science Guide  
http://www.martindalecenter.com/HSGuide.html
MedPedia Project - Collaborative Project to Collect the Best Information About Health, Medicine and the Body and Make it Freely Available Worldwide
http://www.medpedia.com/index.php/Main_Page

MedsPDA
http://www.medspda.com/

Mental Health InfoSource
http://www.mhsourse.com/

Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report
http://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/

National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM)
http://nccam.nih.gov/

National Cancer Institute Research Resources
http://resresources.nci.nih.gov/

National Center for PTSD (NCPTSD)
http://www.ncptsd.va.gov/ncmain/index.jsp

National Electronic Library of Infection (NeLI)
http://www.neli.org.uk/

National Electronic Library for Health
http://www.library.nhs.uk/Default.aspx

National Guideline Clearinghouse™ (NGC)
http://www.guideline.gov/

National Library for Health (NLH)
http://www.library.nhs.uk/Default.aspx

National Organization for Rare Disorders (NORD)
http://www.rarediseases.org/

National Women's Health Information Center
http://www.4woman.gov/

NetDoctor.co.uk
http://www.netdoctor.co.uk/
Neurotransmitter - Biomedical Information in Neuroscience, Pharmacology and Psychology
http://www.neurotransmitter.net/

NIH Health Information By Subject/Category
http://www.nih.gov/health/

NIH Senior Health: Site Index
http://nihseniorhealth.gov/siteindex.html

NLM Catalog

Nursing Web Sites
http://libweb.lib.buffalo.edu/dokuwiki/hslwiki/doku.php?id=nursing_sites

Nutra Sanus - Natural Health Care and Nutrition
http://www.nutrasanus.com/

Nutrition.gov
http://www.nutrition.gov/

O'Keefe Library-Best Information on the Net - Nursing/Medicine Resources
http://library.sau.edu/bestinfo/Majors/medical/medsite.htm

Open Directory Project - Health
http://dmoz.org/Health/

Open Directory - Health: Conditions and Diseases
http://dmoz.org/Health/Conditions_and_Diseases/

OpenMED - Open Access Archive for Medical and Allied Sciences
http://openmed.nic.in/

Open Medicine - A Peer-Reviewed, Independent, Open-Access Journal
http://www.openmedicine.ca/

OurHealthCircle - Online Support Community
http://ourhealthcircle.com/

Pathfinder Index for HEALTHINFOQUEST
http://nnlm.gov/healthinfoquest/pathfinders/
Pathweb: Virtual Pathology Museum
http://pathweb.uchc.edu

PDRhealth™ - Consumer's Web Portal for Physicians' Desk Reference (PDR®)
http://pdrhealth.com/

PressWatch Health News
http://www.presswatch.com/health/

Psychological and Mental Health Discussion Groups
http://www.psychnet-uk.com/discussion_groups/index_discussion_groups.htm

Psych Web
http://www.psywww.com/

Remote Health Resources
http://web.dohms.gov.ae/medlib/remote/Remote.htm

Researching Medical Literature on the Internet -- 2005 Update by By Gloria Miccioli

Revolution Health

Satellife - The Global Health Information Network
http://www.healthnet.org/

Science's AIDS Prevention and Vaccine Research Site
http://aidscience.com/

Scirus Topic Pages
http://topics.scirus.com/

Selective Webliography for Health Sciences Authors
http://www.istl.org/04-summer/internet.html

Specialized Information Services from National Library of Medicine
http://sis.nlm.nih.gov/

STKE - Signal Transduction Knowledge Environment
http://stke.sciencemag.org/
Super Searchers on Health and Medicine: Healthcare URLs
http://www.infotoday.com/supersearchers/ssmed.htm

Telemedicine Information Exchange
http://tie.telemed.org/

The Alternative Medicine Homepage
http://www.pitt.edu/~cbw/altm.html

The eSkeletons Project
http://www.eskeletons.org/

The Free Medical Journals Site
http://www.freemedicaljournals.com/

The Healing Directory
http://www.alt-healthsearch.com/

The Merck Manual 2nd Home Edition
http://www.merck.com/pubs/mmanual_home2/

Top 10 Useful Websites for Health Consumers by Medical Library Association
http://www.mlanet.org/resources/medspeak/topten.html

TRIP Free Access Evidence-Based Medicine Database - Turning Research Into Practice
http://www.tripdatabase.com/index.html

UK PubMed Central - Free Archive of Life Science Journals
http://www.ukpmc.ac.uk/

UpToDate - Putting Clinical Information Into Practice
http://www.uptodate.com/

U.S. National Library of Medicine
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/

Virology Information Bank
http://www.virologynotebook.co.uk/

Virtual Hospital® - A Digital Library of Health Information
http://www.vh.org/
These resources allow one to discover both the latest and archival healthcare information that is available on the Internet. Performing both personal and professional healthcare research requires both timely and established information sources that this listing provides. Once you have determined the appropriate resource you will then be able to create an information trap that will constantly be monitoring for the keyword and phrases of your healthcare research query. These results then can be sent to you either via eMail, via a RSS/ATOM feed, or via cell mobile platform. The key here is that the informational intelligence query will be ongoing from your selected resource and updated when new information is discovered.

**Awareness Watch™ Spotters**

**Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law**
http://www.mpepil.com/

Under the auspices of Professor Dr. Rüdiger Wolfrum, Director of the Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law and International Law (Max Planck Institute), an initiative was launched in 2004 to compile the Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law (MPEPIL). This work represents a new edition of the Encyclopedia of Public International Law that was published between 1991 and 2001 under Professor Dr. Rudolf Bernhardt. The MPEPIL will be made available in electronic and print form by Oxford University Press from Summer 2008. The online publication will be steadily expanded until all of the nearly 1700 articles are made available by 2010. Once the online publication is completed, a print version will be published. Upon its completion, the MPEPIL will be an updated, comprehensive work covering the central and essential
topics in international law. Accordingly, the previous edition is not being revised. Rather, nearly all topics are being rewritten and many new topics included in order to capture the latest developments in international law. To do justice to the changing nature of international law, an increased emphasis will be placed on the relevance of each keyword for contemporary international law. Particular attention will be paid to the contextualization of each topic within international law as well as the presentation of current trends while maintaining a focus on the mainstream/majority view. The goal is to avoid a purely Eurocentric perspective and this will be achieved with the assistance of academics and practitioners from various legal backgrounds and perspectives. The intention is that the MPEPIL will be a work that reflects international law from a global perspective while taking into account regional perspectives. The authors of the articles are legal scholars and practitioners from all over the world. The authors speak in their personal capacity only. Any views they express or information they provide cannot be attributed to the institutions with which they are currently, or have previously been, affiliated. All articles were reviewed by the Members of the MPEPIL Advisory Board consisting of leading experts on international law who ensure the high level of quality for each article. This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Legal Resources Internet MiniGuide.

**French Government RSS Feeds**

http://www.informationoverlord.co.uk/?p=171

French Government Departments, Executive Agencies and Non-Departmental Public Bodies With RSS Feeds. This resource from InformationOverLord gives the RSS feeds for the French Government departments and associated agencies. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Business Intelligence Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Bots Blogs and News Aggregators Presentation Resources page.

**SIGKDD Explorations**

http://www.sigkdd.org/explorations/

Publisher: SIGKDD (ACM Special Interest Group on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining)

Explorations is published twice yearly, in June/July and in December/January each year. Our goal is to make the SIGKDD Newsletter an informative, rapid means of publication and dynamic forum for communication with the Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining community. SIGKDD membership is growing at a very fast pace, and with KDD being a multi-disciplinary field, we hope Explorations will facilitate its fusion and enhance the sense of community. We are particularly interested in short research and survey articles on various aspects of data mining and KDD. Explorations is also a forum for publishing position papers, controversial positions, challenges to the community, product reviews, book reviews, news items and other items of interest to the field.
ReadBag - Read Stories/Sites Later
http://readbag.com/
ReadBag is a nifty tool to store links you find, but want to read later in your browser, phone, e-mail, feed reader, via API or even an offline mode. Sign in with your Google account. ReadBag runs on the new google™ app engine but is not affiliated with google inc. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

eMarketingBot.com - Your Search Engine for Marketing Resources
http://www.eMarketingBot.com/
Searches selected marketing resources and sources taken from various Subject Tracer Information Blogs and resources from the Virtual Private Library. Currently over 39 marketing meta search engines and resources are accessed simultaneously. It is designed to bring together the latest metasearch engines for marketing on an ongoing basis from the Internet. Saves time and energy by one search that brings back multiple marketing results!

The Big Money from Slate - Synthesis of Financial News and Tools
http://www.thebigmoney.com/
Through a synthesis of financial news, quick-witted commentary and a compelling set of tools, The Big Money will provide a unique perspective and a deeper level of engagement to a smart audience that seeks a greater understanding of today's business issues. Since financial and business writing too often gets lost in minutiae, The Big Money will focus on big topics, issues that affect a wide number of people (as consumers, as homeowners, as economic citizens) and go beyond a simple "buy this stock, sell that fund" approach. The Big Money will appeal both to junkies in the field and to more casual readers who might not now read any existing business publication. Readers include: a) Senior executives, b) Business decision makers, c) Affluent, educated, influential consumers, and d) Mainstream users that are seeking more business/financial knowledge and perspective and how it will affect their lives. The Big Money will feature a unique style when compared with traditional business publications. Authoritative without being preachy. Smarter and faster off the mark. A shrewd, witty voice. Middle-of-the-road perspective. A distinctive source apart from all others for critical business and financial information and analysis. They are part of The Slate Group. The Slate Group is entrepreneurial, flexible, at the speed of the Web. As part of the Washington Post Company, The Slate Group also relies on the experience of a media leader. This has been added to Financial Sources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Business Intelligence Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
Sun Startup Essentials Program
http://www.sun.com/emrkt/startupessentials/
Featuring programs and offerings specifically for startups, and connection to interested investors, the Sun Startup Essentials program is specifically designed to help startups get their business off the ground fast — at the lowest cost possible. The Program includes industry-leading servers starting under $750 and access to their network of investors. Your choice of OS (Solaris, Linux or Windows) and Open Source and discounted enterprise-class software as well as free technical advice and training, discounted partner hosting, and discounted storage. You apply online and membership is free. If you qualify, you'll hear back in less than 5 business days and once approved you'll have access to all program benefits. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Open Natural Products Journal
http://www.bentham.org/open/tonpj/
The Open Natural Products Journal is an Open Access online journal, which publishes original research articles, short articles and review articles in all areas of natural product research. The scope of the journal includes the chemistry, biochemistry, pharmacognosy; biosynthesis, isolation, structural elucidation of naturally occurring compounds. The Open Natural Products Journal, a peer-reviewed journal, aims to provide the most complete and reliable source of information on current developments and research in the field. The emphasis will be on publishing quality papers rapidly and freely available to researchers worldwide. This has been added to Green Files Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Survey of Buying Power Online
http://www.surveyofbuyingpower.com/
Published annually by Sales & Marketing Management magazine, the 2008 edition of the Survey of Buying Power is a dynamic research tool containing extensive consumer demographic information, purchasing data, statistics, rankings and projections for every county and media market within the United States. These include effective buying income (EBI, a measure of disposable income) and the buying power index (BPI, a measure of spending power based on EBI and additional factors). Demographics are broken out by age, race, city, county and state. Rankings are divided by Core Based Statistical Areas (CBSAs), geographic areas delineated by the U.S. Census Bureau, as well as television or broadcast markets established by Nielsen Media Research. All data was provided by market research leader Claritas, one of Sales & Marketing Management's sister companies under The Nielsen Company umbrella. The information presented in the Survey of Buying Power paints the most comprehensive picture of present-day consumer demographics available on the market, making it an invaluable reference guide in the development of corporate sales and marketing strategies, as well as a critical resource for realtors, media buyers, entrepreneurs and franchise companies. This has been added to Business Intelligence Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Internet Demographics Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Statistics Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

A Guide to the Recent Financial Crisis in the U.S.
http://libguides.colostate.edu/financialcrisis
This LibGuide at Colorado State University provides links and a pathfinder to background information and news stories regarding the current financial crisis in the United States banking and investment industries. Also another excellent site for current financial crisis information can be found by clicking on Sabrina I. Pacifici's bePacific site that is updated daily. Another excellent resource is Enoch Pratt Free Library Business Center's site titled America's Money Crisis? Information for Us and is available by clicking here. FT.com just implemented the following site: In Depth Coverage of the Global Financial Crisis and is available by clicking here. These have been added to Financial Sources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Research Monitor
http://www.priorysolutions.co.uk/ResearchMonitor.htm
Research Monitor is a software product that helps law firms and other organizations get maximum benefit from their online subscriptions and to understand which are providing value for money. It provides key benefits in the areas of Usage Reporting, Access Control, Client Reference Validation, and Cost Recovery. Features include: a) Usage Reporting allows you to understand how people in your organization are using online resources, enabling you make informed decisions about renewing subscriptions, training and allocating costs between departments. Research Monitor can report on usage down to individual users, even for resources using IP authentication; b) Access Control and Password Management lets you create and maintain a central list of who has access to resources, with usernames & passwords for each resource. Users can be logged in automatically, saving time and eliminating forgotten passwords! Access to resources can be granted or denied by individual or group, allowing you to easily comply with your license agreements; c) Client Reference Validation means when people enter a matter number, deal code or similar on a web page it can be checked for correctness against your internal systems. If it’s not correct users can be presented with a search box, letting them search for the right code by code, name, or client. This can be configured to work with any web site such as Westlaw, Lexis, PACER, Factiva and more, and can greatly increase your cost recovery rate; and d) Cost Recovery features mean Research Monitor can capture any events that incur charges, such as searching, document downloads or page views, and let the researcher allocate the charge to an appropriate matter number or internal code. Charges are recorded centrally, different pricing models and discounts can be applied, and the information is available almost immediately so you don’t have to wait till the end of the month to invoice your clients. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
How To Call Abroad - International Calling Guide
http://www.howtocallabroad.com/
This website's mission is to provide our visitors with comprehensive and up to date information on how to dial internationally from the USA, Canada or from any other country. Telephone country codes and international area codes are displayed by country, with additional info featured such as city and cellular codes, telephone books. In addition they provide a comprehensive list of country and exit codes. This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Urban Research & Practice
http://www.eura.org/journal.htm
Urban Research & Practice, published in association with EURA (European Urban Research Association) will focus on urban policy. The journal will include papers that: 1) provide a systematic description of: a) urban issues, b) urban developments, c) urban policies or, d) urban policy-making and policy implementation; 2) seek to explain variations in urban policies or urban governance cross-sectorally or cross-nationally or that seek to explain such variations over time; 3) analyse and/or evaluate the effects of urban policies or process of urban governance; and 4) analyse European-wide factors that impact on urban areas, urban policies and urban governance. As well as traditional academic papers, the journal will include a policy section, a project report section and book reviews. The policy section will focus on new policies launched at the European, national and regional levels that of relevance to a wider audience. The project report section will focus on innovative projects being carried out at local level (in cities or regions). One of the key aims of the journal will be to seek to bridge the intellectual and geographical 'divides' that currently exist in the field of urban affairs - specifically the North/South divide and the East/West divide and also the divides between distinct academic disciplines.

MaRS Discovery District - Where Great Minds Meet
http://marsdd.com/MaRS-Home.html
MaRS is a non-profit innovation centre connecting science, technology and social entrepreneurs with business skills, networks and capital to stimulate innovation and accelerate the creation and growth of successful Canadian enterprises. MaRS connects the communities of science, business and capital and fosters collaboration among them. This happens physically through location of research labs, companies of all sizes, business advisors, investors and professional services within the MaRS Centre and more broadly through hands-on advisory services, entrepreneurial programming, our structured networks and expanding electronic community. Located in Toronto’s Discovery District - two square kilometres that have been designated as the city’s centre of innovation – the MaRS Centre is the gateway to Canada’s largest concentration of scientific research, anchored by major teaching hospitals, the University of Toronto and more than two dozen affiliated research institutes. The Centre is also close to the Bay Street financial
district, provincial legislature, key government organizations, arts and cultural attractions. Phase I of the MaRS Centre opened in September 2005. Construction of Phase II – up to 750,000 square feet began in late 2007 and is expected to be complete in 2010. MaRS is not an acronym. It was originally a file name and the words "Medical and Related Sciences" were later attributed to it. Since they promote the convergence of a full range of science and technology disciplines, they have dropped "Medical and Related Sciences" from our name and we’re back to just “MaRS”. This has been added to Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Structural Genomics Knowledgebase**

[http://kb.psi-structuralgenomics.org/index.html](http://kb.psi-structuralgenomics.org/index.html)

The PSI-Nature SGKB is designed to turn the products of the Protein Structure Initiative into knowledge that is important for understanding living systems and disease. Use this site to explore the PSI's work and to stay informed about advances in structural biology and structural genomics. The Structural Genomics Knowledgebase (SGKB) is a free, comprehensive resource produced in a collaboration between the Protein Structure Initiative (PSI) and Nature Publishing Group (NPG). The site offers you an easy way of keeping abreast of developments both by the PSI and more generally in the fields of structural genomics and structural biology. The SGKB serves as a continually updated portal to research data and other resources from the PSI. NPG provides a monthly update with synopses of important research advances, recent additions to a categorized library of research articles, as well as news and events in structural biology. You can register to receive a monthly email newsletter and subscribe to our RSS feeds. This has been added to Biological Informatics Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Irish Government RSS Feeds**

[http://www.informationoverlord.co.uk/?p=170](http://www.informationoverlord.co.uk/?p=170)

Irish Government Departments, Executive Agencies and Non-Departmental Public Bodies With RSS Feeds. This resource from InformationOverLord gives the RSS feeds for the Irish Government departments and associated agencies. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Business Intelligence Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Bots Blogs and News Aggregators Presentation Resources page.

**Microbiology Insights**


Publisher: Libertas Academica

Microbiology Insights is a peer-reviewed, open access journal which encompasses all aspects of the study of microbiology. Studies on all aspects of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic microorganisms and viruses are welcome. Areas such as functionality, infectious disease, food-borne pathogens, drug resistance and antimicrobials, industrial applications and more are also incorporated in this journal. Microorganisms are of increasing importance today, in terms of subjects of study as a way of understanding...
more complex organisms and processes, as an industrial and medical tool, and also a threat. Open access online journals are more accessible and publish rapidly, allowing greater dissemination of knowledge in this crucial field.

**CG Hub - The Social Network for Professionals in Entertainment Animation, Movies, and Visual Effects**

http://cghub.com/

CG Hub is an online community where computer graphics artists share their latest work, tips, and tools, network with friends, search jobs, and more. CgHub focuses on artists in the entertainment industry, primarily movies (visual effects), television, commercials, animation, games, and illustrators and sequential artists (comics). If you use a computer to generate imagery for any of these mediums, then chances are you will feel right at home at CgHub.com. They also recognize that analog media, such as drawing, painting and sculpture are core components in the training and development of digital artists and we encourage users to post that work as well. They do have some strict guidelines for content, and unfortunately they do not allow photography as a category, since it is so broad and opens up so many more options. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**InvestorVillage - Where Serious Investors Connect**

http://www.investorvillage.com/index.asp

InvestorVillage was inspired by the vision of a tight-knit community of fellow investors capable of researching stocks and willing to share their due diligence with other investors. With a focus on attracting serious investors and maintaining civilized forums, InvestorVillage is quickly becoming the most engaging & informative stock discussion community on the Web. They encourage vigorous, open debate and welcome differing, even opposing, points of view. However, they expect their members to behave as mature adults, act with common decency, and abide by the policies expressed in our User Agreement. Their site will continue to evolve based on member feedback and investor needs. This has been added to Financial Sources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Prospector Academic, Public and Special Library Search Engine**

http://prospector.coalliance.org/

Prospector is a unified catalog of twenty three academic, public and special libraries in Colorado and Wyoming. Through Prospector you have access to over 20 million books, journals, DVDs, CDs, videos and other materials held in these libraries. With a single search you can identify and borrow materials from the collections and have them delivered to your local library. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to my Academic and Scholar Search Engines and Sources annotated white paper link compilation.
AStA Advances in Statistical Analysis
http://www.springer.com/statistics/journal/10182
Advances in Statistical Analysis, a German Statistical Society journal, is one of two successors to Allgemeines Statistisches Archiv, founded in 1890. The Journal publishes original contributions to statistical theory, methods, and applications that have a sound basis in probability and mathematics. Moreover, it offers investigators in the field a forum where they can both introduce and promote active discussion of their research. The journal's applications papers make substantial use of statistical methods. Articles on probability or formal methods use a statistical or practical problem as a starting point. The journal also encourages articles that deal with problems arising from economic and social phenomena. In addition, the journal fosters research in new fields such as environmetrics. Lastly, it examines exciting new methodological developments that are taking place in more traditional areas of research. This has been added to Statistics Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Wild Apricot - Easy Membership Management
http://www.wildapricot.com/
Wild Apricot brings together all the organizing and communication tools to run an association, group, club or community including: a) Easy-to-Manage Website; b) Email Newsletter tool, Blogs and Discussion Forums; c) Online Application and Event Registration Forms; d) Secure Web Pages for Members, Board and Volunteers; e) Member Database with Automated Renewals; f) Everything is integrated in one elegant program to save you money and hours of tedious copy-pasting from one program to another. They designed Wild Apricot so that people comfortable with Microsoft Word can easily update website pages. Now your volunteers can pitch in to help! This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

eHealthcareBot.com - Your Search Engine for Healthcare Resources
http://www.eHealthcareBot.com/
eHealthcareBot.com is your search engine for healthcare resources and a Google powered metasearch engine created by the Virtual Private Library™. It is designed to bring together the latest metasearch engines for healthcare on an ongoing basis from the Internet. Currently eHealthcareBot searches over 121 selected healthcare search engines simultaneously from the Internet with many of them listed in the resource section. The August 2008 Tracking Report Number 20 Striking Jump in Consumers Seeking Health Care Information from the Center for Studying Health System Change is available by clicking here. The E-Patients: Chronically Ill Seek Health Information Online by Susannah Fox, Associate Director, Pew Internet & American Life Project August 26, 2008 is available by clicking here. The Online Health Search 2006 report from the Pew Internet & American Life Project dated October 29, 2006 is available here. Also available from the American Medical Library Association is their report A User's Guide to Finding and Evaluating Health Information on the Web and is available by clicking here.
here. The eHealthcareBot.com was a "Featured" niched search engine in the September 15, 2008 Resource Shelf Resources of the Week and is available by clicking here.

DIGMAP Gazetter - Discovering Our Past Worlds With Digitized Maps
http://gaz.digmap.eu/homepage.action
DIGMAP is a service for resource discovery and access to old maps and related resources, with a focus on their geographic information. DIGMAP will develop solutions for georeferenced digital libraries, especially focused on historical materials and in the promoting of our cultural and scientific heritage. The final results of the project will consist in a set of services available in the Internet, and in reusable open-source software solutions. The main purpose is to develop a specialized service, reusing metadata from European national libraries, to provide discovery and access to contents provided by those libraries. Relevant metadata from third party sources will be also reused, as also descriptions and references to any other relevant external resource. Ultimately, DIGMAP will pursue the purpose to become the main international information source and reference service for old maps and related bibliography. The project will make a proof of concept reusing and enriching the contents from the National Library of Portugal (BNP), the Royal Library of Belgium (KBR), the National Library of Italy in Florence (BNCF), and the National Library of Estonia (NLE). In a second phase, that will be complemented with contents and references from other libraries, archives and information sources, namely from other European national libraries members of TEL – The European Library (DIGMAP might became an effective service integrated with TEL - in this sense the project is fully aligned with the vision “European Digital Library” as expressed in the “i2010 digital libraries” initiative of the European Commission). This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Gapminder
http://www.gapminder.org/
In London, riders on the Tube are reminded to "Mind the Gap". On the Gapminder website, visitors are reminded to mind a variety of gaps, whether they be in income inequality or quality of health care. This rather absorbing website was created as a non-profit venture to promote "sustainable global development and achievement of the United Nations Millennium Development Goals by increased use and understanding of statistics and other information." The site makes use of Trendanalyzer software to offer visualizations related to questions that include "Which country has the best teeth in the world?" and "Who gets what: Farm subsidies". Visitors can find such information under the "Latest News" area, and they can also take advantage of the videos, "Gapcasts", and world charts offered here. The "Gapcasts" are quite good, and they cover carbon emissions, public services, and globalization. Also, if visitors have their own set of statistical indicators they can create their own unique Gapminder-like bubble graph on their website. It's a powerful tool, and one that might be important for other non-profits, think tanks, educators, and students. This has been added to the tools section of Research
Basic & Applied Pathology (BAAP)
http://www.blackwellpublishing.com/journal.asp?ref=1755-9294&site=1
Publisher: Wiley-Blackwell Publishing for The Korean Society for Cytopathology, The Korean Society for Legal Medicine, The Korean Society of Oral and Maxillofacial Pathology, The Korean Society of Pathologists, The Korean Society of Toxicological Pathology, The Korean Society of Veterinary Pathology. Basic & Applied Pathology (BAAP) is a joint venture between pathology societies from the Asia-Pacific region. This multidisciplinary peer-reviewed journal aims to publish research in pathology with relevance to various settings such as the laboratory, hospital and clinic. The journal is broad in scope covering the fields of experimental, anatomical, clinical, molecular, forensic and legal, and toxicological pathology in humans and animals. Areas covered include, but are not limited to:

* Cytopathology
* Forensic and legal pathology
* Oral and Maxillofacial pathology
* Toxicology
* Veterinary pathology

ScienceStage.com - Universal Online Portal for Science, Advanced Teaching and Academic Research
http://sciencestage.com/
ScienceStage.com - The universal online portal for science, advanced teaching and academic research. ScienceStage.com is a virtual conference room, lecture hall, laboratory, library, and meeting venue all in one. It offers new methods of scientific presentation, scientific discourse and academic knowledge transfer by using video streaming, audio streaming and text features. The internet will undoubtedly be the primary medium for transferring scientific knowledge in the future. Up until now there have been substantial shortcomings in the creation and transfer of knowledge. These result from a significant separation of the different fields of science, a fundamental split between science and practice as well as substantial differences between countries in terms of their attitude toward science and the teaching of science. ScienceStage.com will attack and remove these barriers. Scientific theory and practice will be combined on a national, international and interdisciplinary level. ScienceStage.com will enable scientists, lecturers, academics, students and practitioners from all fields to present and share ideas and findings through video streaming, audio streaming and text documents. They can make use of classical community functions like chat, email, blog etc., they can install virtual rooms, assess contributions, make interesting contacts and much more besides. ScienceStage.com offers the following primary features: a) Publishing and managing of video and audio clips (e.g. lectures, interviews, documentaries); b) Publishing and managing of text documents (e.g. scientific papers, lecture notes, study documents); c)
Commenting, assessing of contributions and embedding of all media; d) Creation of playlists and lists of favorites; e) Community and networking functions: creating of personal or institutional profiles (e.g. for individuals, universities, institutes, publishers), messaging, contacting, commenting; and f) Creating of groups (e.g. for virtual classroom, venue, special topics). This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Wiggio - Group Tools**
http://www.wiggio.com/
Wiggio lets you use the following group tools, and it’s all for free: a) messages ... send mass text messages, voice messages and emails from wiggio; b) Calendar ... keep a shared group calendar that will send you text message reminders before all your meetings, practices, rehearsals, games and other events; c) Poll ... survey your entire group and get their responses as they answer Folder— dump all your groups’ files into one folder and never send another attachment; d) Meetings ... never walk 15 minutes through the snow to get to a 10 minute meeting again ... setup free conference calls and web chats on Wiggio; and e) Links ... keep a shared favorites folder. They encourage you to use Wiggio for ALL your groups. Here are some groups already using Wiggio: 1) school project teams; 2) fraternities and sororities; 3) clubs, committees and organizations; 4) dormmates and housemates; 5) sports teams; 6) musical groups, and 7) TA sections. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Mineful Demographics - Population Demographics for the Professional Researcher**
http://www.mineful.com/demographics/
Mineful Demographics provides marketing professionals and researchers with a complete and visual demographic profile of the U.S. population and Puerto Rico. If you need to do marketing research to understand and compare demographic and economic characteristics, start by clicking a state on the map or table. You will find updated population data, household statistics, income distributions, and business data at the State, County, and Zip Code level. You will find graphs, maps and statistics about residents (race, income, education, employment...), businesses, housing, and unemployment data at a STATE, COUNTY, and ZIP CODE level. These free demographic reports allow you to rank and compare a specific demographic area to understand how different the geography is compared to the general population. Tis has been added to Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Internet Demographics Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
Journal of Problem Solving (JPS)
http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/jps/

Journal of Problem Solving (JPS) is a multidisciplinary journal that publishes empirical and theoretical papers on mental mechanisms involved in problem solving. The journal welcomes original and rigorous research in all areas of human problem solving, with special interest in solving difficult problems (e.g., problems in which human beings outperform artificial systems). Examples of topics include (but are not limited to) optimization and combinatorial problems, mathematics and physics problems, theorem proving, games and puzzles, knowledge discovery problems, insight problems and problems arising in applied settings. Besides behavioral performance measures, such as solution time, proportion and magnitude of errors, also neuroimaging and other neuroscience data relevant to the study of human problem solving are appropriate for the journal. Computational models should, if possible, be expressed in the form of algorithms and tested in simulations. Simulation programs are expected to be available to the readers either as a pseudo-code in the published paper or (preferably) by making the source code and the executable version available for downloading. Authors of theoretical/computational studies are encouraged to focus on modeling those human problem-solving abilities that have not yet been replicated in artificial systems. However, theoretical papers on other topics relevant to the field of problem solving are welcomed as well. JPS also invites papers that present new research methodologies or discuss methodological issues pertinent to the study of human problem solving, as well as reviews summarizing new trends in studying problem solving. JPS will also publish commentaries on papers appearing in its pages. The commentaries will be reviewed like regular papers. JPS encourages submissions from psychology, computer science, mathematics, operations research and neuroscience.

Official Documents of the United Nations Search

ODS covers all types of official United Nations documentation, beginning in 1993. Older UN documents are, however, added to the system on a daily basis. ODS also provides access to the resolutions of the General Assembly, Security Council, Economic and Social Council and the Trusteeship Council from 1946 onwards. The system does not contain press releases, UN sales publications, the United Nations Treaty Series or information brochures issued by the Department of Public Information. The ODS is a multilingual system. Therefore, it requires UNICODE-based Internet browsers, such as MS Internet Explorer 5.5, Netscape 6.21 or higher versions. For access to the ODS, please ensure that your Internet browser complies with this requirement. Global Search is a new full text search option that uses a different type of search engine. Please note that search result may differ from full text search under the Simple Search and Advanced Search options. This has been added to Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Academic and Scholar Search Engines and Sources annotated white paper.
eFinancialBot.com - Your Global Financial Search Engine
http://www.eFinancialBot.com/
Searches selected financial resources and sources taken from various Subject Tracer Information Blogs and resources from the Virtual Private Library. Currently over 72 financial meta search engines and resources are accessed simultaneously! It is designed to bring together the latest metasearch engines for finance on an ongoing basis from the Internet. Saves time and energy by one search that brings back multiple financial results in these days of financial crisis both locally and globally.

Researching Medical Literature On the Internet 2008
The Internet is an accepted place to turn for research, and nowhere has this become more apparent than in the fields of medicine and health care. A veritable explosion of available medical information seeks to meet the needs of both professionals and the public. In fact, many professionally-oriented health care sites have evolved to meet consumer needs, and consumer-oriented sites often include professional literature. Medical journals, dictionaries, textbooks, indexes, rankings, images – all can be found on the Net, and much of it is free. The sources include publishers, government agencies, professional organizations, health libraries, and commercial entities. This has been added to Healthcare Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Dutch Government RSS Feeds
http://www.informationoverlord.co.uk/?p=169
Dutch Government Departments, Executive Agencies and Non-Departmental Public Bodies With RSS Feeds. This resource from InformationOverLord gives the RSS feeds for the Dutch Government departments and associated agencies. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Business Intelligence Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Bots Blogs and News Aggregators Presentation Resources page.

Renewable Energy Focus
http://www.renewableenergyfocus.com/
With technological advances, economic pressures and environmental imperatives driving rapid growth in renewable energy, the pressure on scientists and industry to develop and adopt new methods for generating energy has never been so great. During this time of growth and potential, Renewable Energy Focus provides a forum for debate and dialogue between research, industry, financial organisations and government bodies worldwide. With in-depth coverage and incisive editorial on all areas of renewable energy, the magazine takes an objective look at:

* Biomass and biogas
* Fuel cells
* Geothermal  
* Hydroelectricity  
* Photovoltaic  
* Solar architecture  
* Solar Thermal  
* Tidal and wave  
* Wind

This has been added to Green Files Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Bright Ideas Labs - Bring Your Ideas to Life**  
It's simple.... Just create your own ideas lab and give your ideas a home. Additionally you can invite a few people and start brainstorming ideas. BrightIdeasLab offers the perfect home for your ideas as an individual or group. Start with our free lab plan for up to 6 users or go straight to a premium plan with a 30 day trial and begin brainstorming.

BrightIdeasLab is perfect for any team or business that knows that innovation and ideas are a vital business tool but have no formal innovation process. BrightIdeasLab provides you with a private and secure online service. They treat your data with the strictest of confidence allowing you to control who has authorised access to your lab. Use BrightIdeasLab to help you: a) Create a secure private channel for innovation and creativity; b) Put a process around capturing and collaborating innovation and ideas; c) Help you engage the right people - regardless of their location, role or relationship; and d) Generate that next big idea! This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**WikiWorldBook - The Global Open Address Book**  
WikiWorldBook is a project to create the world’s first free global address book through the participation of the world’s online community. It aims to connect everyone on the planet through open mass collaboration, in much the same way as mass collaboration built Wikipedia. They believe that there is no greater creative force than people coming together positively for a single purpose. Features Include: a) Search & find people on the web; b) Be found by old friends & colleagues; c) Search Alert - Find out when someone has Googled you (coming very soon); d) Manage your online reputation; e) Communicate with others using our blogs, forum and groups; and f) Find info and reviews on Products & Services, Businesses & Organisations. This has been added to Finding People Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
Biotechnology School Explorer
http://biotechnologyschools.org/
Biotechnology will likely be the next mega trend in world economy. BiotechnologySchools.org is a dynamic and comprehensive resource for finding out how you can enter the biotechnology field. They present you with all the best biotechnology school and course offerings, as well as giving great tips and the latest news on the field. This has been added to Student Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Biotechnology Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Narrative Magazine
http://narrativemagazine.com/
Not since the Gutenberg Bible has there been a publishing revolution to match that of the Internet. Yet, even as the Internet enlarges our view, it diminishes our literary horizons. The people who write great stories have fewer places to publish and fewer people to read their work. In the United States alone, there has been a loss of twenty million readers between the ages of eighteen and forty. That's why Narrative Magazine was founded in 2003 with the single mission to bring great literature into the digital age, and to provide it for free. Stories, poetry, essays, novel excerpts, articles, and interviews are available?without subscription?to readers everywhere. Narrative regularly publishes fiction, poetry, and nonfiction, including stories, novels, novel excerpts, novellas, personal essays, humor, sketches, memoirs, literary biographies, commentary, reportage, interviews, and features of interest to readers who take pleasure in storytelling and imaginative prose. For poetry submissions, Narrative is open to all forms and genres. Manuscript submission via online system.

ClientSpot - Easy Online Project Collaboration
http://www.myclientspot.com/
Track time and tasks, collaborate, and share. ClientSpot is powerful, effective project collaboration and time tracking made easy. Designed for virtual assistants, freelancers, and other businesses that serve remote clients, ClientSpot is your stress-free solution to keep things from falling through the cracks. Manage tasks, assignments, calendar events, deadlines and share project files. Log and report on time and send automatic reminders. ClientSpot worries about tracking all the details so that you don't have to. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

TheWebService - Next Generation Data-as-a-Service
http://thewebservice.com/
As well as access to lots of useful public data web services, for the first time you can create, manage and securely publish your own data, in a way that gives you complete control over the whole process. Simply create and publish a web service, giving access rights to whoever you want. Their automatic code generation then lets you hook it into virtually any application out there. There are loads of useful things that you could do with it, such as build a web service around your current stock list and publish it to your website to show product availability. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Script Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to eCommerce Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Omgili - Find Out What People Are Saying
http://www.omgili.com/
Omgili is the best way in the known universe to find out what people are saying about anything and everything! Omgili is your way to find "subjective information". As opposed to traditional search engines, which search for sites and pages, Omgili finds consumer opinions, debates, discussions, personal experiences, answers and solutions. Most of the questions have already been answered - find the answers through Omgili. Most of the technical problems have been solved - find the solutions through Omgili. Most of the experiences have already been described - Find these descriptions through Omgili. Omgili is a specialized search engine that focuses on "many to many" user generated content platforms, such as, Forums, Discussion groups, Mailing lists, answer boards and others. Omgili is a crawler based, vertical search engine that scans millions of online discussions worldwide in over 100,000 boards, forums and other discussion based resources. Omgili knows to analyze and differentiate between discussion entities such as topic, title, replies and discussion date. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Business Intelligence Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Negotiation and Conflict Management Research (NCMR)
http://www.iacm-conflict.org/ncmr/
Negotiation and Conflict Management Research (NCMR) is the official journal of the International Association for Conflict Management. NCMR publishes fundamental research that focuses on conflict and conflict management across levels, including organizational conflict, interpersonal conflict and inter-group conflict, and across a range of domains including environmental conflict, crisis negotiations, political conflict and cross-cultural conflict, as well as formal and informal third party intervention, including mediation and arbitration. The journal welcomes both full-length theory and empirical papers, as well as shorter "research notes" appropriate for single study empirical papers. Diverse methods and approaches are also welcome.

State Digital Resources: Memory Projects, Online Encyclopedias, Historical & Cultural Materials Collections
http://www.loc.gov/rr/program/bib/statememory/
The Library of Congress American Memory project and other digital initiatives provide free access through the Internet to the treasures of the Library’s collections that document America’s history, culture, and creativity. Across the country, the archives, cultural institutions, museums, and libraries of many states are collaborating to create similar
projects. They provide unprecedented access to materials that document local and regional growth and development as well as a look at the cultures and traditions that have made individual states and communities unique. The following is a compilation of state and regional digital projects and collaborations identified thus far. For each project, the primary institution or institutions overseeing the project are noted. The list will expand as new projects become available. This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to eReference Library Link Toolkit.

**Twing - Forum Search and Community Discovery**
http://www.twing.com/
Twing is dedicated to the world of online communities and forums. Their intent is to enable you to quickly find highly relevant communities and discussions pertaining to your interests, as well as keep you informed on the latest trends influencing communities. Members of Twing also can track activity on their favorite forums and stay informed on updates via custom alerts. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Business Intelligence Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Spanish Government RSS Feeds**
http://www.informationoverlord.co.uk/?p=168
Spanish Government Departments, Executive Agencies and Non-Departmental Public Bodies With RSS Feeds. This resource from InformationOverLord gives the RSS feeds for the Spanish Government departments and associated agencies. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Business Intelligence Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Bots Blogs and News Aggregators Presentation Resources page.

**International Journal of Semantic Computing (IJSC)**
http://www.worldscinet.com/ijsc/
International Journal of Semantic Computing (IJSC) addresses the computing technologies (e.g., artificial intelligence, natural language, software engineering, data and knowledge engineering, computer systems, signal processing, etc.), and their interactions, that may be used to extract or process computational content and descriptions. While some areas of Semantic Computing have appeared as isolated pieces in journals dedicated to individual disciplines, IJSC is a journal that glues these pieces together into an integrated theme with synergetic interactions. It addresses not only the analysis and transformation of signals (e.g., pixels, words) into useful information, but also how such information can be synthesized and accessed. IJSC publishes regular papers, review papers, case studies, tutorials, communications, book reviews, conference reports, industry trends, and product reviews.
Social Mention - Searches User Generated Content
http://www.socialmention.com/
Social Mention is a social media search engine that searches user-generated content such as blogs, comments, bookmarks, events, news, videos, and micro-blogging services. It allows you to easily track what people are saying about you, your company, a new product, or any topic across the web’s social media landscape in real-time. Search results are aggregated from numerous popular social media sources, including Google blog search, Twitter, Delicious, FriendFeed, Flickr, Digg, YouTube etc. and remixed as a single stream of information. The data is fresh, which means you can track conversations as they are happening in real-time. In addition to web-based search results, Social Mention also features email alerts and personalized RSS feeds for automatic and instant updates. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Business Intelligence Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Social Informatics Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Satellite and Space Shuttle Tracking in Real Time
http://www.n2yo.com/
Real time live satellite and space shuttle tracking with their main page utilizing AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript And XML). See what satellite is over you in current time. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Astronomy Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

HowStuffWorks LibGuides
http://hsw.libguides.com/
Find high-quality video, article, quiz and image gallery resources explaining hundreds of topics, from history to geography to auto repair and gardening. We do the research so you don't have to! This has been added to Tutorial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Internet Experts Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

International Journal of Mental Health and Addiction (IJMA)
http://www.springer.com/public+health/journal/11469
The journal provides a forum for international debate on mental health and addiction-related issues, and helps make sense of the effects of mental health and addiction on individuals and societies. It reports on current information and developments in mental health and addiction-related research, policy, phenomenology, literature, and treatment. The International Journal of Mental Health and Addiction offers broad-ranging coverage in such fields as psychology, sociology, anthropology, criminology, public health, history, law, and literature. The journal publishes feature articles, review articles, clinical notes, research notes, first-person accounts, letters to the editor, commentaries, conference reports, book reviews and abstracts.
Tweet Later - Schedule Future-Dated Twitter Tweets
http://www.tweetlater.com/
Now YOU Can Schedule Future Tweets For All Your Twitter Accounts. Stuck on an aircraft? Back to back meetings? Taking vacation? Running errands? Playing with the kids? Keep your Twitter stream ticking over with new tweets even when you're not in front of your computer. Or, use it as your personal reminder system. PLUS... Send automated thank you notes to new followers, and automatically follow new followers, if you choose to do so. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Cloud Computing and Emerging IT Platforms: Vision, Hype, and Reality for Delivering Computing as the 5th Utility
This article particularly includes details (1) on Characteristics that differentiate Clouds from Grids (and Clusters) and (2) a case study on building 3rd party services using commercial Cloud infrastructures. This has been added to Grid Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Earth Journalism Network
http://www.earthjournalism.org/
Internews Network developed the Earth Journalism Network (EJN) to empower and enable journalists from developing countries to cover the environment more effectively. EJN will establish networks of environmental journalists in countries where they don’t exist, and build their capacity where they do, through training workshops, support for production and distribution, and dispersing small grants. This has been added to Green Files Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Journalism Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Marine Genomics
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/margen
The journal will publish papers on all structural, functional and evolutionary aspects of genes, chromatin, chromosomes and genomes of marine (and freshwater) organisms. Topics within the scope of this journal include:

* Population genomics
* Developmental genomics
* Population ecology/evolution genomics
* Comparative genomics

More specific topics include: biogeochemistry, microbial carbon utilization and metabolic pathways, ecosystem modelling, distribution and phylogenetic characterization of aquatic organisms, genomics applied to microbial ecology, tracking of infectious diseases, environmental stress.
01webdirectory.com - Best of Web Directory
http://01webdirectory.com/
01webdirectory.com was started with an aim to list various business and informational sites under various categories adhering to a strict quality. Every site listed under 01webdirectory.com is edited by an editor ensuring a best match of the site vis-a-vis the category it is listed in. 01webdirectory.com strives to provide the audience an advertisement free experience while they are at the directory. The staff at 01webdirectory.com ensure the audience of 01webdirectory.com get their required information in a simple and uncluttered ambience and the sites featured in the directory get good exposure to their target audience. They are featuring subject information for each category of our directory, and we are bringing this in phases. They hope this endeavor will enable their visitors to gather information about each category that they feature in their directory. These information pages will allow site owners to feature their sites with more in depth information about the website with upto 4 links to their inner pages. Features include: a) Category Information Page; b) Article on Demand; c) Unique relevant graphic on each category of the directory; d) Apart from Google Adsense, no advertisements; e) No run-of-site links; f) Dmoz and Yahoo directory listed; g) Both Free Listing and Paid Listing options available; h) One time listing fee for paid listings; and i) Online Since 2003. This has been added to Directory Resources Subject Directory Information Blog.

LibGuides Community Site
http://www.LibGuides.com/
The LibGuides Community offers freely available 17,080 guides by 6215 librarians at 361 libraries. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Directory Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Global Real Estate Project - International Real Estate Research
http://burns.dcb.du.edu/main_new.asp
The Global Real Estate Project is a reference tool for international real estate research. The information contained in these profiles was compiled by the Burns School of Real Estate and Construction Management at the University of Denver under the directorship of Dr. Mark Lee Levine, Director/Professor, CIPS. This has been added to Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Microbial Biotechnology
http://www.blackwellpublishing.com/mbt_enhanced/
Microbial Biotechnology publishes papers of original research reporting significant advances in any aspect of microbial applications, including:

* Biotechnologies related to chemicals
* Pharmaceuticals
* Energy
* Mining
* Materials
* Agriculture
* Food
* Environmental protection

This has been added to Biotechnology Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Maplandia.com - Searchable World Gazetteer
http://www.maplandia.com/
Maplandia.com provides the searchable world gazetteer based on Google Maps, the most comprehensive online satellite imagery ever available. More than 2 000 000 places all over the world are divided into many geographical categories according to continents, countries and administrative regions. Coloured region contours, direct Google Earth links and other no elsewhere to find features make exploring the world easy as never before. Maplandia.com is here for you. Don't wait, explore the world today! This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

TreeHugger - Keep Your Life Green
http://www.treehugger.com/
TreeHugger is the leading media outlet dedicated to driving sustainability mainstream. Partial to a modern aesthetic, they strive to be a one-stop shop for green news, solutions, and product information. At TreeHugger they know that variety is the spice of life, so you can find all you need to go green in their up to the minute blog, weekly and daily newsletters, weekly video segments, weekly radio show and their user-generated blog, Hugg. They also extend their expertise to companies looking for a little green guidance. Past clients include Domino, Sundance Channel and House & Garden. This has been added to Green Files Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

NETR Public Records Online Directory
http://publicrecords.netronline.com/
The NETR Public Records Online Directory is a Portal to official state web sites, and those Tax Assessors' and Recorders' offices that have developed web sites for the retrieval of available public records over the internet. For example, some Recorders' offices have marriage and birth records available online. Although not every county and parish has data online, many have home pages, and where neither is available a phone number has been provided. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Business Intelligence Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Finding People Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
Open Health Services and Policy Journal
http://www.bentham.org/open/tohspj/
The Open Health Services and Policy Journal, is an Open Access online journal which publishes original research articles, reviews and short articles in all areas of health services and health policy. The journal covers the research, organization, planning, evaluation, management, financing, policy, and provision of health services and healthcare. The Open Health Services and Policy Journal, a peer reviewed journal, aims to provide the most complete and reliable source of information on current developments in the field. The emphasis will be on publishing quality articles rapidly and freely available to researchers worldwide.

Greenzer - The Green Shopping Bot
http://www.greenzer.com/
Greenzer is a next-generation shopping engine designed to make environmentally conscious shopping easier. At Greenzer, they are building a unique service for consumers to browse, compare and shop thousands of greener products from dozens of carefully chosen merchant partners. Greenzer collects product and merchant information from across the internet to filter and arrange it into a comprehensive catalogue of the web's best and greenest products. They are still in their infancy and will be adding new features and content on an ongoing basis. This has been added to Green Files Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to ShoppingBots Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Asia News Network (ANN)
http://www.asianewsnet.net/
The Asia News Network (ANN) is a network of national daily newspapers published in Asian cities, organized to provide avenues for cooperation and to optimize coverage of major news events in the region. This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

National Organization for Rare Disorders (NORD)
http://www.rarediseases.org/
The National Organization for Rare Disorders (NORD), a 501(c)3 organization, is a unique federation of voluntary health organizations dedicated to helping people with rare "orphan" diseases and assisting the organizations that serve them. NORD is committed to the identification, treatment, and cure of rare disorders through programs of education, advocacy, research, and service. A rare or "orphan" disease affects fewer than 200,000 people in the United States. There are more than 6,000 rare disorders that, taken together, affect approximately 25 million Americans. For almost twenty years, NORD has served as the primary non-governmental clearinghouse for information on rare disorders. NORD also provides referrals support groups and other sources of assistance. This has been added to Healthcare Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
CLEI Electronic Journal
http://www.clei.cl/cleiej/index.html
CLEI (Latinamerican Center for Informatics Studies) is a non profit institution comprising more than 60 universities and research centers, having as main goals to improve computer science research and education in the region. The main goal of the CLEI Electronic Journal is to foster computer science research in Latin America and communicate this research to all the world. The scope of the journal is any topic related to computer science and its applications.

TextReminders.net - Free Text Reminders
http://www.textreminders.net/
TextReminders.net is a free service that allows you to send out free text messages (sms) to others. Use the form to send out an immediate text message to a friend. It won't cost you anything to send the text message, however standard text messaging rates may apply to the receiver. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

November 2008 Zillman Column - Statistics Resources
http://columns.virtualprivatelibrary.net/Statistics_Resources_Nov08_Column.pdf
http://www.zillmancolumns.com/
http://www.StatisticsResources.info/
The November 2008 Zillman Column is now available and is titled Statistics Resources. This November 2008 column is a comprehensive list of statistics resources, sources and sites available over the Internet and the World Wide Web including associated and related online resources. These resources and sources will help you to discover the many pathways available to you through the Internet for obtaining and locating statistics sources in todays hungry for data and statistics society both locally and globally. This is a MUST information keeper for those seeking the latest and greatest statistics resources! Download this excellent freely available 18 page .pdf (784KB) column today.

NOVA: Sputnik Declassified
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/sputnik/
The Russian satellite Sputnik was one of the many very visible and tangible markers of the Cold War, and it was effectively the first proverbial shot fired in the so-called "Space Race" during the 1950s and 1960s. Recently, PBS's NOVA program decided to draw on newly released top-secret documents to offer a portrait of this famous satellite and the early days of the Space Race. Visitors can get started by watching a short preview of the program, and then dive right into the "Build a Rocket" feature, which as one might imagine, will let future (or current) rocket scientists assemble a German V-2 rocket. Visitors looking for a broader exploration of the events of the Space Race, will want to look at the interactive timeline and then continue on to the "What Satellites See" area, which talks a bit about how images from these devices are used by scientists on the ground. Additionally, the site contains a helpful teacher's guide and a collection of external links and suggested reading. This has been added to Astronomy Resources
WebSM - Web Survey Methodology Portal
http://www.websm.org/
WebSM is thematic network formed within the European fifth framework program for establishing Web portal about the web survey methodology as main and global reference point for Web surveys. The goal of WebSM project is to contribute to the integration and development of Web survey methodology and consequently, increasing the quality of Web survey data in Europe. The objectives of the WebSM portal are: a) offering information regarding the methodology of Web surveys and practices of their implementation in EU member states and elsewhere, b) offering information about data sets from completed Web surveys from different fields, c) offering a platform for dialogue (information exchange) among social scientists from different fields on employment of web surveys and related methodology, and d) offering a platform to establish contacts and co-operations among social scientists and commercial sector about use of web surveys. The WebSM project, coordinated by RIS, is making European research on Web surveys globally visible, accelerating European research on Web surveys by offering an effective research infrastructure, encouraging cooperation among European researchers dealing with Web surveys and promoting EU-based products and services related to Web surveys. This has been added to Statistics Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

International Journal of Sustainable Engineering
http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/titles/19397038.asp
Engineering and sustainable development are intrinsically linked. All capital plant and every consumable product depends on an engineering input through design, manufacture and operation, if not for the product itself then for the equipment required to process and transport the raw materials and the final product. Many aspects of sustainable development depend directly on appropriate and timely actions by engineers. Engineering is an extended process of analysis, synthesis, evaluation and execution and, therefore, it is argued that engineers must be involved from the outset of any proposal to develop sustainable solutions. Engineering embraces many disciplines and truly sustainable solutions are usually inter-disciplinary in nature. Sustainable solutions have not only an environmental dimension but also economic and social dimensions, thus extending the multi-disciplinary nature beyond engineering. The International Journal of Sustainable Engineering is predicated on the need for engineers to have access to a source of information and an opportunity to share, through publication, new ideas and solutions for sustainable development. Researchers from both academia and industry are invited to submit papers on their recent research into problems related to reducing the environmental impacts of engineered systems, processes and products. The International Journal of Sustainable Engineering also welcomes papers that include economic and social components that complement the engineering dimension, consider the management
of sustainable engineering, or address the modelling of sustainable engineering solutions. Topics may include, but are not limited to:

* Engineering design for sustainable development
* Sustainable technology innovation
* Life-cycle engineering
* Energy conservation and low-carbon manufacturing
* Sustainable power engineering and renewable energy technologies
* Waste minimisation, remanufacturing, reuse and recycling technologies
* Sustainable material development
* Sustainable packaging solutions
* Sustainable process engineering
* Environmental management and ISO standards
* Water engineering solutions for developing countries
* Sustainable construction for the built environment
* Product versus service paradigms
* Managing use and consumption
* Sustainable supply chain management
* Sustainable transport engineering
* Sustainable business models
* Engineering education for sustainable development

This has been added to Green Files Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Tech Museum of Innovation**
http://www.thetech.org/
The Tech Museum of Innovation engages people of all ages and backgrounds in exploring and experiencing the technologies affecting their lives, and aims to inspire the innovator in everyone. An expansive variety of interactive exhibits and unique floor programs showcase not just how technology works, but how it affects who we are and how we live, work, play and learn. The Tech's 132,000 square feet are divided among themed galleries focused on innovation, the internet, the human body, and exploration. In addition, The Tech also features the Hackworth IMAX Dome Theater (Northern California's only domed IMAX screen), an educational center for workshops and labs, an up scale cafe, and a retail store featuring books, gifts, and only-in-Silicon Valley items. Annually, The Tech plays host to roughly 400,000 guests - 80,000 of whom visit as part of a school field trip - making it one of California's most popular destinations. The Tech is more than just a museum. Signature programs include Tech Challenge, an annual student design competition founded in 1988, and The Tech Museum Awards, which honors and awards people around the world who use technology to benefit humanity. Additionally, The Tech offers award-winning online exhibits, and the Robert N. Noyce Center for Learning, which encourages innovation and experimentation among teachers and students. This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
Closing Prices - Daily Closing Market Price Indices To Your Mobile Cell Phone
http://www.ClosingPrices.mobi/
I am pleased to announce the Beta site for ClosingPrices.mobi. This site has the closing prices for all the major business indices as well as selected high volume stock volumes for the closing day at 4:00pm Monday - Friday. The site is designed specifically for the mobile cell phone and for the person on the go looking for a quick review of closing prices each day from any location in the world. Suggestions for sites to be included as well as advertising interest should be directed to the email address available on the site.

Small Business Knowledge Base
http://www.bizmove.com/
A Comprehensive Free Resource of Small Business Information. Packed With Dozens of Guides, Tools and Techniques. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Guide to Russian Business Information Resources
http://www.loc.gov/rr/business/BERA/issue13/issue13_main.html
This guide provides an extensive collection of annotated print and online information resources on Russia's business and economy, though it by no means claims to be comprehensive. The cited print sources include only publications from the collection of the Library of Congress. Most, though not all, of the subscription databases described in this guide are available for on-site users at The Library of Congress. Free Internet resources listed in this guide include Web sites of Russian and U.S. government agencies, international financial organizations, commercial establishments, trade associations and business news outlets. Since only a small part of the content of the Russian web sites is in English, and the quality of English translations is often inadequate, knowledge of the Russian language still gives a researcher an edge over a non-speaker. This has been added to Business Intelligence Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

International Journal of Internet Science
http://www.ijis.net/
A peer reviewed open access journal for empirical findings, methodology, and theory of social and behavioral science concerning the Internet and its implications for individuals, social groups, organizations, and society.

DotWhat.net - File Extension Information
http://dotwhat.net/
DotWhat.net is a site dedicated to providing you with detailed file extension information. This site is based on a huge database of file extension information, mainly (but not exclusive to) the Microsoft Windows, MAC OS X and Unix based operating systems. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Script Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has
been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Home, Children and Clinical Studies (NHLBI, NIH, DHHS)
Children have often had to accept medicines and treatments based on what is known to work in adults. As a society, we should not agree to this "hand-me-down" approach. Many efforts are being made to provide proper research for children, to find the best treatments, drugs, and devices for them. Research in children has helped to save lives and improve health. Children no longer suffer from many common childhood diseases like polio, measles or the flu as they did in the past. Therapy for childhood cancers and premature babies has improved survival and quality of life for children. You may be wondering what clinical research is. This is the way that drugs, devices or other treatments like behavior therapy are tested in humans to see if they are safe and effective. This site will help you to find out about clinical research in children...no more hand-me-down research. This has been added to Healthcare Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Open Source Data Warehousing
http://www.infobright.com/index.php
The need for business analytics has grown dramatically across all industries, outpacing the availability of technical expertise and budget to successfully implement it. Infobright’s analytic data warehouse software solves these problems – by providing a solution that does the hard work of implementing and managing a scalable data warehouse so you don’t have to. Their unique software architecture also eliminates the need for the complex, costly hardware infrastructure that other products require. With Infobright, your business users can get answers to their most complex, detailed questions involving massive amounts of data today, not next week. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Data Mining Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Algorithms
http://www.mdpi.org/algorithms/index.htm
Algorithms is an open-access journal which provides an advanced forum for studies related to algorithms. It publishes reviews, regular research papers and short communications. Our aim is to encourage scientists to publish their experimental and theoretical details in as much detail as possible. There is no restriction on the length of the papers. The full experimental details must be provided so that the results can be reproduced. There are, in addition, unique features of this journal:

* manuscripts regarding research proposals and research ideas will be particularly welcomed
* electronic files or software regarding the full details of the calculation and experimental procedure, if unable to be published in a normal way, can be deposited as supplementary
material
* manuscripts concerning summaries and surveys on research cooperation and projects
  (that are founded by national governments or others) to give information for a broad field
  of users.
* copies of source codes might be deposited.

Subject Areas:

* digital computation and analog computation
* distributed computing, parallel processing
* automated design, robotics
* document presentation systems
* database design, sorting, searching, data structures
* computational geometry, and linear programming
* software tools
* new technologies, methodologies
* implementation or testing of algorithms
* comparisons of actual performance of various algorithms
* data compression
* algorithms in biology, chemistry, physics, etc., and subfields.

SPREE - The Knowledge Exchange Network Project
http://spree.dai-labor.de/
SPREE is an expert search engine where users ask questions to find other participating
users, who are knowledgeable in that area and willing to help. SPREE identifies the most
qualified experts to a given question automatically and in real-time. SPREE facilitates
real-time communication between users and experts via its chat interface. SPREE aims to
create an active online community, especially in enterprises, where every user can ask
questions or act as an expert helping fellow users. SPREE helps you find answers you
can't find on the web. It's a great way to network with fellow professionals and get
answers and advice from knowledgeable sources. This has been added to Internet Experts
Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Knowledge Discovery
Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to the tools section of Research
Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Social Informatics
Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Online Research Tools White Paper Link Compilation
http://www.OnlineResearchTools.info/
The white paper link compilation Online Research Tools by Marcus P. Zillman, M.S.,
A.M.H.A. has been updated! It is a comprehensive listing of online research tools that
offer various downloadable as well as web applications to allow you to do your research
and searching on the Internet far more effective and productive. It is now a freely
available 92 page .pdf document (1.94MB) that can be downloaded from the above URL.
Other white papers and resources on information retrieval, information extraction and
deep web research by Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A. are available by clicking here. The Online Research Tools White Paper Link Compilation was updated October 22, 2008.

European Society of Agricultural Engineers (EurAgEng)
http://www.eurageng.eu/
The European Society of Agricultural Engineers (EurAgEng) exists to promote the profession of Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering and the people who serve it. The Society is particularly active in Conferences, Special Interest Groups, Publications, Networking and International lobbying. ENGAGE, the Strategic Division of EurAgEng, is a network of co-operating research institutes in the fields of agricultural, biosystems and environmental engineering. EurAgEng is the European member of CIGR, the world wide agricultural engineering organisation. This has been added to Agriculture Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Joongel - Searching and Navigating the Internet Web Application
http://www.joongel.com/
Joongel is a simple web application for searching and navigating through the most popular sources on the Internet in different categories. Their search method is based on the geographic location of the user and traffic ranking analysis from Google, Hitwise, Compete, Comscore, Nielsen//Netratings, Quantcast and more. They created Joongel while thinking about how to make the Internet easier for you. They believe that just like them, you find the Internet to be from time to time a little bit like a jungle. Instead of presenting you with an enormous amount of scattered results from different subjects and websites, Joongel provides direct search results from the ten most viewed websites in a specific subject or subcategory. The Joongel application can be used in different platforms such as search plugins, expert websites and the Joongel main website. The Joongel websites are currently running on a beta version. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Journal of Empirical Research on Human Research Ethics (JERHRE)
Journal of Empirical Research on Human Research Ethics (JERHRE) is a journal that publishes empirical research and reviews of empirical literature on human research ethics. Empirical knowledge translates ethical principles into procedures appropriate to specific cultures, contexts, and research topics. By presenting such work, JERHRE aims to improve ethical problem solving in human research and provide an ongoing basis for the establishment of best practice guidelines. In addition, JERHRE seeks to create collaboration among institutions and researchers concerned about the responsible conduct of research by disseminating knowledge and information to foster the intelligent application of ethical principles in research contexts worldwide. The goals the journal promotes are respect and protection of human subjects and methodology to produce valid and ethical research.
Print What You Like
http://www.PrintWhatYouLike.com/
Ever print a webpage only to find your printout is full of ads, empty space and other junk you don't want? PrintWhatYouLike is a free webpage editor that gives you control of how webpages look when printed. Features include: a) Format any webpage for printing in seconds - no more pasting into Word; b) Save money and the environment by reducing your paper and ink usage; c) Make printed web pages more readable by removing ads, widgets and other distractions; and d) Fix broken pages that don't print correctly. It is a web application that: 1) You enter the url of a page you wish to print; 2) You edit the page until it contains only what you want to print; and 3) You Print It! Only your modified page will be printed. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Green Files Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

The Economy - Global Economic Crisis Special Coverage and World Market Analysis
http://www.thrall.org/special/economy.html#Global_Economic_Crisis
Middletown Thrall Library Special Coverage: The Economy - Global Economic Crisis, News, Statistics, Economic Indicators, Credit, Energy, Food, Housing / Mortgages / Subprime, & Related Resources. This is a comprehensive site created by the Middletown Thrall Library offering continued special coverage on the Global Economic Crisis with World Market Analysis. Additional resources on this Global Economic Crisis are available here as well as the eFinancialBot Global Financial Search Engine. This has been added to Financial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Smush it - Web Development, Performance and Image Optimization
http://smushit.com/
Image optimization is an art that not many people master. There are many good image editing tools that allow you to get the best visual result for a certain file size but "under the hood" a lot more optimization can be done. Smushit.com is a service that goes beyond the limitations of Photoshop, Fireworks & Co. It uses image format specific non-lossy image optimization tools to squeeze the last bytes out of your images - without changing their look or visual quality. You'll get a report of how many bytes you can save by optimizing your images and all the changed images as a single zip for download. Smush it comes in different flavors: a) You can upload a bunch of pictures in your browser, b) You can provide them with a list of image urls or c) You can get a Firefox Extension to optimize the images found on any web page. Saving bytes has never been so easy - you point them in the right direction, and they will do the rest for you. A ZIP archive with optimized images will be generated for you. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
Analytical and Bioanalytical Chemistry
http://www.springerlink.com/content/1618-2642
Analytical and Bioanalytical Chemistry's mission is the fast publication of high-quality research articles on fundamental and applied topics of analytical and bioanalytical science. Its scope is broad, encompassing the entire range of analytical and bioanalytical research and encouraging multidisciplinary solutions to problems in this field. Particular coverage is given to the vibrant and cutting-edge field of bioanalysis. The Editors encourage submissions in all modern fields, including:

- instrumental developments for analytical proteomics, metallomics, imaging, mass spectrometry, and separations;
- analytical characterization of nano- and biomaterials;
- development of miniaturized devices, sensors, cheminformatics and sampling methods.

Innovative applications presenting significant advances in modern analytical and bioanalytical science are also very welcome, as are strategies for problem solving with a multidisciplinary approach, and fundamental articles on measurement science. The journal publishes critical reviews, original research papers, trend articles, technical notes, and short communications.

Hyperwords - The Ultimate Search Tool
http://www.hyperwords.net/index.html
With Hyperwords for Firefox you can select any word on any web page and do useful things from the menu that appears: Searches, references, maps, translation, conversion, and much more! Watch the Demo, learn more from the User Guide or join the discussion in the Hyperwords Lounge, our discussion forum. A basic function of Hyperwords is to select text on a web page and make it easy to get other information about the text. You are no longer restricted to following only the links others have made for you. Selecting text is simple: either double-click on a word, double-click between two words (like in a name) to select both, or stripe/drag-select a larger selection of text. If for some reason you want to find out who the prime minister of Kazakhstan is, just select Kazakhstan and select 'References' from the menu that pops up and then select 'Wikipedia' from the sub-menu. You should now be seeing the Wikipedia entry open in a new window to the left of your main window. You can even get the result right inside the menu, just hover over 'Wikipedia' (or any other reference or many searches, such as 'people' or 'pictures'). This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Taiwan Electronic Theses and Dissertations System (ETDS)
http://etds.ncl.edu.tw/theabs/english_site/search_simple_eng.jsp
The Electronic Theses and Dissertations System was established since 1994. Its main function is to enable the general public to search for theses and dissertations data including abstracts, electronic fulltexts display as well as print out of doctoral
dissertations fulltext image. It also provides graduate students nationwide to key in online data including the possibility to key in their respective theses data, uploading of electronic fulltexts, downloading authorization letter and the respective approval functions and procedures of particular schools and departments. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to Academic and Scholar Search Engines and Sources white paper.

mobiForge - Independent Mobile Development Community
http://mobiforge.com/
mobiForge is the world's largest independent mobile development community. mobiForge is the site formerly known as dev.mobi... and if you're interested in the amazing opportunities and technologies of the Mobile Web, then this is the site for you! This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Journal of Digital Asset Management
http://www.palgrave-journals.com/dam/index.html
Journal of Digital Asset Management is a bi-monthly publication designed specifically for business executives involved in developing, deploying and maintaining DAM systems and those concerned with managing digital assets - and maximising the contribution DAM systems can make to strategic business goals. Published in conjunction with the Henry Stewart DAM Symposium - the industry event for the DAM community, held annually in New York, Los Angeles and London - and unlike other broadly focused business publications or general IT journals, Journal of Digital Asset Management focuses specifically on DAM issues to help project leaders and their teams learn from the practical experiences of other successful DAM leaders. The journal combines provocative thought-leadership pieces, which expand and broaden what can be achieved with DAM, with actionable advice and 'lessons learned' from practitioners. Whether you are a new adopter or mature user, the Journal offers invaluable intelligence on the crucial strategic, technological and operational aspects of DAM, reviewing both users' experiences in the form of case studies and what vendors are doing in the current market.

Content Workspace - Enterprsie Document Capture
http://www.contentworkspace.com/
The Content Workspace Processor is a highly modular document processing engine. Components fit together in a configurable workflow. Enterprise imaging at a fraction of the price without page licensing. CWS Processor makes imaging easy to use, a snap to configure, and simple to integrate with your existing systems. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
Research Resources Online Guide
http://www.ResearchResourcesOnline.net/
Marcus P. Zillman's latest LinkSeries Publication is a 170 page digital guide of a selected comprehensive alphabetical listing of the latest and greatest resources and sites covering all areas of research that is currently available over the Internet. The guide covers online research resources and tools for the Newbie to research as well as the Seasoned researcher. Contents include: a) Research Resources, b) Research Tools, c) Student Research Resources Toolkit, d) Knowledge Discovery/Management and Data Mining Resources, e) Knowledge Discovery/Retrival and the World Wide Web Resources, and f) Subject Tracer™ Information Blogs.

Publish2 - Newsgroup - The Wire
http://www.publish2.com/newsgroups/the-wire
This newsgroup is a web-based newswire made up of links to the most important, interesting, and engaging news and commentary. A newspaper could publish a feed of all The Wire's links to act as a kind of mini-Drudge, or could publish a feed of The Wire's tag pages for more specific, targeted content. Ultimately, The Wire will become a collaborative newswire based on the links compiled by thousands of journalists. For now, it's an effort by one experienced wire editor to move beyond an AP-centric newspaper world. This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

http://www.myworktools.com/
MyWorkTools.com is the world's first knowledge exchange focused exclusively on digital business tools. They have the largest selection of proven, quality tools created by experts, consultants, and professors. They do not create the tools themselves but provide consistent tool descriptions, pricing, installation, and quality control. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Journal of Cancer Molecules
http://www.mupnet.com/
Journal of Cancer Molecules publishes peer-reviewed reviews and original papers concerned with basic research and clinical practice in the molecular aspects of cancer. Research areas covered in the Journal include: cancer genomics and proteomics, tumor markers and clinical molecular correlates, molecular carcinogenesis, structures of cancer-related molecules, development of therapeutic molecules, and molecular pharmacology. Specially, the Journal encourages the reports of clinical therapies against molecular targets.
Microfinance Gateway
http://www.microfinancegateway.org/
The Microfinance Gateway is the most comprehensive online resource for the global microfinance community. It includes research and publications, featured articles, organization and consultant profiles, and the latest news, events, and job opportunities in microfinance. This has been added to Financial Sources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to eFinancialBot Search Engine.

ALIPR - Automatic Photo Tagging and Visual Image Search
http://www.alipr.com/
The ALIPR automatic image annotation engine has a vocabulary of 332 English words at the moment. However, many more English words can be used to search for pictures. ALIPR version 1.0 is designed for color photographic images. ALIPR 1.0 is not designed for black&white photos, manipulated photos, objectionable images, cartoons, sketches, framed photos, etc. However, we welcome any types of images on this site, as long as the pictures are not objectionable to participants of the community. ALIPR's prelude was our ALIP system, annotating pictures with 600 semantic concepts, published in 2002. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Cluuz Search Engine
http://www.cluuz.com/
Cluuz generates easier to understand search results through patent pending semantic cluster graphs, image extraction, and tag clouds. The difference between standard search engines and Cluuz is in the fact that Cluuz does some work for you. A standard search engine shows links in a list. Cluuz instead peers into the searched web pages, extracts important terms and images, clusters them and gives them in chart format (semantic graph) and in a tag cloud where you can click on any entity to further focus your search. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Systems Engineering - Theory & Practice (SETP)
http://www.elsevier.com/wps/locate/issn/18748651
Systems Engineering - Theory & Practice (SETP) is a peer-reviewed multi-disciplinary journal that focuses on systems science, management science, and information science. The editors welcome contributions that are based on applications of systems engineering in industry, agriculture, military, education, economy, finance, and social systems all over the world. Articles addressing innovative achievements in solving the practical problems, review of important research developments, and comments on excellent books are also welcomed. SETP seeks to develop the fields of systems engineering, and more generally to flourish the systems science and to extend the knowledge of the systems engineering so as to promote the level of management technologies, and make contributions to social and economic development and modernizations.
osCommerce Knowledge Base
http://www.oscommerce.info/

osCommerce is an online shop e-commerce solution under ongoing development by the open source community. Its feature packed out-of-the-box installation allows store owners to setup, run, and maintain their online stores with minimum effort and with absolutely no costs or license fees involved. osCommerce combines open source solutions to provide a free and open e-commerce platform, which includes the powerful PHP web scripting language, the stable Apache web server, and the fast MySQL database server. With no restrictions or special requirements, osCommerce is able to run on any PHP enabled web server, on any environment that PHP and MySQL supports, which includes Linux, Solaris, BSD, Mac OS X, and Microsoft Windows environments.

osCommerce was started in March 2000 and has since matured to a solution that is currently powering thousands of live shops around the world. Today, osCommerce has been taken to the next level, moving towards an e-commerce framework solution that not only remains easy to setup and maintain, but also making it easier for store administrators to present their stores to their customers with their own unique requirements. The success of osCommerce is secured by a dedicated team and a great and active community where members help one another out and participate in development issues reflecting upon the current state of the project. This has been added to eCommerce Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

RTM Notifier - Remembering the Milk
http://rtm-notifier.com/

RTM Notifier is a desktop program which sits in the background periodically checking your Remember the Milk tasks. It performs the following functions: a) displays notifications periodically to inform you how many tasks are due, b) allows you to configure how often you are notified, c) allows you to turn off notifications for X minutes, and d) gives you quick access to all of RTM’s goodness without having to keep a browser window open all the time by right clicking on the apps systray icon. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Google RSS Reader - Access News and Blogs In One Place
http://reader.google.com/

Get all your news and blogs in one place with Google Reader. With Google Reader, keeping up with your favorite websites is as easy as checking your email. Stay up to date ... Google Reader constantly checks your favorite news sites and blogs for new content. Share with your friends ... Use Google Reader's built-in public page to easily share interesting items with your friends and family. Use it anywhere and Google Reader is totally free and works in most modern browsers, without any software to install. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Bots, Blogs and News Aggregators presentation resources page.
Conservation Letters: A journal of the Society for Conservation Biology
http://www.blackwellpublishing.com/journal.asp?ref=1755-263X&site=1

Conservation Letters: A journal of the Society for Conservation Biology is an online-only scientific journal publishing empirical and theoretical research with significant implications for the conservation of biological diversity. The journal welcomes submissions across the biological and social sciences - especially interdisciplinary submissions - that advance pragmatic conservation goals as well as scientific understanding. Manuscripts will be published on a rapid communications schedule and therefore should be current and topical. Research articles should clearly articulate the significance of their findings for conservation policy and practice. Three types of article are published in Conservation Letters:

* Letters: novel findings with high relevance for practice or policy
* Mini-Reviews: overviews of emerging subjects that merit urgent coverage or succinct syntheses of important topics that are rarely encountered in the mainstream literature
* Policy Perspectives: brief essays for a general audience on issues related to conservation and society.

Conservation Letters welcomes manuscripts in all biomes (marine, terrestrial, and freshwater), ecosystems, and cultural settings, and will strive for balanced coverage of each. This has been added to Green Files Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

WebHuddle - Simple, Small and Secure Web Conferencing
http://www.webhuddle.com/

Designed for ease of use, WebHuddle overcomes many of the common challenges faced by other virtual meeting applications on the market -- such as high-price to entry, compromised network security, large client downloads, and unreliability -- resulting in a frustrated IT department and less than satisfactory business results. Let WebHuddle host your meeting for you -- create an account and try it right now. WebHuddle is: a) Cross-Platform: Use any Java-enabled computer (Linux, Windows, Unix, Mac) Learn more; b) Simple: No installation needed -- client runs in web browser Learn more; c) Small: Thin client (about 125 KB) -- loads quickly Learn more; d) Secure: All data encrypted by HTTPS protocol Learn more; and e) Open Source: Leverage the many benefits of open source software, including value, transparency, and flexibility. If you find WebHuddle useful you may download it and freely install it on your own network. Using WebHuddle, you have options -- and flexibility. Meetings can be conducted either in conjunction with an enterprise’s existing teleconferencing service, or utilizing WebHuddle’s optional voice over IP. WebHuddle also offers recording capabilities -- presentations can easily be recorded for playback over any web browser for those who missed the live meeting. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.
eMail Address Search Engine
http://www.emailsearch.com/
Find email addresses now with their powerful email search engine. Search one of the Internet's largest email databases with over 500 million emails. Coverage includes users at Yahoo, Hotmail, Gmail, AOL, and more. This has been added to Finding People Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Business Intelligence Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Babbledog - Discover Content of Interest, Share and Recommend
http://babbledog.com/
Babbledog is a place where you can share content of interest, interact with folks through live chat, and get recommendations about what to read. Babbledog learns what you like based on what you read, post, and discuss and the causes you create and support. The more you use the site, the better Babbledog's recommendations will be for you. Sure, you can find cool content on lots of sites, but how many of those personalize their content to your preferences? This has been added to Knowledge Discovery Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

Frontiers in Computational Neuroscience
http://www.frontiersin.org/computationalneuroscience/
Frontiers in Computational Neuroscience is an electronic journal devoted to promoting theoretical modeling of brain function and fostering interdisciplinary interactions between theoretical and experimental neuroscience. Progress in understanding the amazing capabilities of the brain is still limited, and we believe that it will only come with deep theoretical thinking and mutually stimulating cooperation between different disciplines and approaches. They therefore invite original contributions on a wide range of topics that present the fruits of such cooperation, or provide stimuli for future alliances. They aim to provide an interactive forum for cutting-edge theoretical studies of the nervous system, and for promulgating the best theoretical research to the broader neuroscience community. Models of all styles and at all levels are welcome, from biophysically motivated realistic simulations of neurons and synapses to high-level abstract models of inference and decision making. While the journal is primarily focused on theoretically based and driven research, they welcome experimental studies that validate and test theoretical conclusions.

Internet Marketer's Handbook
http://www.seomoz.org/dp/the-internet-marketing-handbook
Internet Marketer's Handbook is compiled by Danny Dover and is the result of literally hundreds of hours of study and practice in internet marketing and search engine optimization techniques. The information represents some of the web's best resources and tools. All of the items listed are available to the general public and most are free of charge. This has been added to World Wide Web Reference Subject Tracer™
Information Blog. This has been added to the tools section of Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Sources for the Text of Congressional Bills and Resolutions**

[http://www.llsdc.org/Cong-Bill-Sources/](http://www.llsdc.org/Cong-Bill-Sources/)

An excellent resource from the Law Librarians' Society of Washington, D.C. covering sources for text of Congressional bills and resolutions. This has been added to Reference Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Korea Research Hub (KRH)**

[http://www.leeds.ac.uk/krh/index.htm](http://www.leeds.ac.uk/krh/index.htm)

The Korea Research Hub, or KRH, is a collaborative project between the University of Leeds and the University of Sheffield, both institutions being located in the county of Yorkshire in the United Kingdom. Established in June 2007, the KRH seeks to promote the study of Korea, one of the world’s oldest and most fascinating nations. In this website, you will find details on the work of KRH scholars as well as various useful web-based resources to help those interested in Korean studies. The KRH website is also intended to promote and facilitate networking and collaborative research among Koreanists. The KRH team have ambitious plans to broaden the scope of the project’s work over the coming years. This has been added to Research Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog.

**Plant OMICS: Journal of Plant Molecular Biology & Omics**


Plant OMICS is an international, peer-reviewed, quarterly, Australian based publication that gathers and disseminates fundamental and applied knowledge in almost all area of plant and crop molecular biology and particularly plant OMICS-es including: a) Genomics (study of plant genes, regulatory and non-coding sequences), b) Transcriptomics (study of RNA complement of an plant organism, tissue type, or cell with association to gene expression), c) Proteomics (study of plant proteins and their expressions), d) Metabolomics (study of primary, secondary etc. Metabolites in plants ), e) Phenomics characterization of plant phenotypes (normal and mutant) via the interaction of the genome with the environment, f) Lipidomics (study of non-water-soluble metabolites particularly lipids in plant organisms and cells), g) Glycomics (study of plant glycomes including genetic, physiologic, pathologic and other aspects), h) Cytomics (study of cytomes and cell systems at a single cell level), i) Cytogenomics (study of chromosomes and their association with plant characters), j) Pharmacogenomics (study of genetic effects to produce plant medicinal drugs), k) Physiomics (physiological dynamics and functions of whole plant), and l) Interactomics (bioinformatical and biological study of interactions among plant molecules such as proteins,lipids etc.within a plant cell or organs. Coverage extends to the most corners of regular plant biology, including molecular biology, genetics, functional and non-functional plant molecular breeding and physiology, developmental biology, bioinformatics and new technologies such as plant vaccines. This journal also covers the combination of many areas of plant
biology. Plant Omics encourages researchers to submit their valuable manuscripts for publication and also invites editors and reviewers to join editorial team all around the world. It can be easily done by a click on "Register as Reviewer" icon above. The journal presents full-length research articles that describe original and fundamental findings of significance that contribute to understanding of plants, as well as shorter communications reporting significant new findings, technical notes on new methodology. Review articles are also warmly welcome. This has been added to Agriculture Resources Subject Tracer Information Blog.

FITA Global Trade Portal

http://fita.org/
The FITA Global Trade Portal, is the source for international import export trade leads, events, and links to 8,000 international trade (export import) related Websites. FITA (The Federation of International Trade Associations) has 450 association members and 450,000 linked company members dedicated to the promotion of international trade, import-export, international logistics management, international finance and more. This has been added to Business Intelligence Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This has been added to Entrepreneurial Resources Subject Tracer™ Information Blog. This will be added to International Trade Resources MiniGuide.

Awareness Watch™ Paper Review

Reasons for the Non-adoption of OpenOffice.org in a Data-intensive Public Administration by Philip Huysmans, Kris Ven, and Jan Verelst

http://www.uic.edu/htbin/cgiwrap/bin/ojs/index.php/fm/article/view/2238

Abstract

Several academic studies have already been conducted to investigate the reasons influencing the adoption of open source desktop software such as Linux and OpenOffice.org. However, few studies have been devoted to determine the reasons for not adopting open source desktop software. In order to address this issue, we present a case study on the Belgian Federal Public Service (FPS) Economy which considered the use of OpenOffice.org, but eventually decided not to adopt OpenOffice.org as their primary office suite. This decision was to a large degree influenced by the fact that a large number of users within the FPS Economy perform data-intensive tasks such as statistical data analysis and reporting on a daily basis. Notwithstanding the fact that several reasons were actually in favor of the migration, we have identified several barriers that may discourage the use of OpenOffice.org in similar environments.
Subject Tracer™ Information Blogs

Subject Tracer™ Information Blogs created and developed by the Virtual Private Library™ combine the best of the latest tools on the Internet. Using bots, blogs and news aggregators the Subject Tracer™ Information blogs generate RSS feeds with the latest resources to create a current information resource flow through niched subject tracers. I am proud to be the creator of the Internet’s first Subject Tracer™ Information Blogs:

Virtual Private Library™
http://www.VirtualPrivateLibrary.com/

Agriculture Resources
http://www.AgricultureResources.info/

Artificial Intelligence Resources
http://www.AIResources.info/

Astronomy Resources
http://www.AstronomyResources.info/

Auction Resources
http://www.AuctionResources.info/

Biological Informatics
http://www.BiologicalInformatics.info/

Biotechnology Resources
http://www.BiotechnologyResources.info/

Bot Research
http://www.BotResearch.info/

Business Intelligence Resources
http://www.BIResources.info/

ChatterBots
http://www.ChatterBots.info/

Data Mining Resources
http://www.DataMiningResources.info/

Deep Web Research
http://www.DeepWebResearch.info/
Statistics Resources
http://www.StatisticsResources.info/

Student Research
http://www.StudentResearch.info/

Theology Resources
http://www.TheologyResources.info/

Tutorial Resources
http://www.TutorialResources.info/

World Wide Web Reference
http://www.WWWReference.info/

---

**Figure 1: Virtual Private Library™**

**Author Information:** Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A. Executive Director of the Virtual Private Library is an international Internet expert, author, keynote speaker and corporate consultant in the area of information retrieval, knowledge discovery, knowledge harvesting, artificial intelligence and bots/intelligent agents. He has created numerous world wide web sites including 48 Subject Tracer™ Information Portals and Blogs; written a number of internet miniguide, white papers, manuals and books; hosted over 160 weekly Internet television shows, writes a weekly and monthly column on Current Awareness on the Internet; writes a monthly newsletter Awareness Watch and delivers keynote presentations throughout the international marketplace. He also actively delivers one and two day workshops for key industry sectors displaying how the Internet can be used as a tool to maintain current awareness and professional competencies.
Additional websites by Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A.:

Marcus P. Zillman's Blog
http://www.zillman.us/

Marcus P. Zillman Abbreviated Bio
http://www.zillman.info/

White Papers by Marcus P. Zillman
http://www.WhitePapers.us/

Internet MiniGuides™
http://www.InternetMiniguide.com/

Awareness Watch™ Newsletter
http://www.AwarenessWatch.com/

Marcus P. Zillman's Columns
http://www.ZillmanColumns.com

LinkSeries Publications
http://www.LinkSeries.com/

Internet Sources™ Manual
http://www.InternetSources.info/

Links By Marcus™
http://www.LinksByMarcus.com/

Workshops By Marcus™
http://www.WorkshopsByMarcus.com/

SourceSeries Internet Research Workshops
http://www.SourceSeries.com/

Watch Marcus™
http://www.WatchMarcus.com/

listen to marcus™
http://www.ListenToMarcus.com
Research White Papers, Articles, Lectures and Speeches by Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A.:

Academic and Scholar Search Engines and Sources
http://www.ScholarSearchEngines.com/

Bots, Blogs and News Aggregators
http://www.BotsBlogs.com/

Business Intelligence Online Resources
http://www.BIOnlineResources.info/

Current Awareness Discovery Tools on the Internet

Deep Web Research 2008 Article - LLRX

eReference Library Link Toolkit
http://www.eReferenceLibrary.com/

Finding Experts By Using the Internet
http://www.FindingExperts.info/

Finding People Resources and Sites
http://www.FindingPeople.info/

Healthcare Bots and Subject Directories
http://www.HealthcareBots.info/

Knowledge Discovery Resources 2008
http://www.KDResources.info/

Online Research Browsers
http://zillman.blogspot.com/2004/10/online-research-browsers-internet.html

Online Research Tools
http://www.OnlineResearchTools.info/

Online Social Networking

Searching the Internet
http://www.SearchingTheInternet.info/
Using the Internet As a Dynamic Resource Tool for Knowledge Discovery

Web Data Extractors
http://www.WedDataExtractors.com/

White Papers By Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A.
http://www.WhitePapers.us/

**Internet Tutor by Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A.**
http://www.InternetTutor.info/
Visit this site to learn about the availability of Marcus P. Zillman to tutor you or your associate one on one in the privacy of your residence or office on the latest happenings of the Internet including Internet basics to advanced Internet searching using bots and creating your own personal blog

**Internet Speaking by Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A.**
http://www.InternetSpeaker.net
Visit this site to learn about Marcus P. Zillman’s speaking engagements for your organization meetings and events. View and listen to his previous presentations as well as his weekly television shows

**Internet Consulting by Marcus P. Zillman, M.S., A.M.H.A.**
http://InternetConsultant.BlogSpot.com/
Visit this site to obtain information about obtaining the consultation services of Marcus P. Zillman for your company including eCommerce audits, utilization of bots, blogs and news aggregators or the creation of your own personal virtual private library powered by Subject Tracer™ Information bots!

**Internet Sources™ Manual**
http://www.InternetSources.info
Marcus P. Zillman’s latest 378 page manual Internet Sources™ is now available for purchase online and for immediate download. This book makes a great reference resource for the “newbie” to the Internet as well as the seasoned veteran “Internaut”.

**Current Awareness Monitors, Alerts and Information Traps for 2008**
http://www.ecurrentAwareness.com/
Marcus P. Zillman’s latest report Current Awareness Monitors, Alerts and Information Traps for 2008 is now available for purchase online and for immediate download. This report is a comprehensive listing of the latest resources, sources and sites for current awareness on the Internet. This is a must read for anyone who must stay current in their profession and/or business activity as the list of URLs will keep you at the leading edge of your career.
Market Intelligence Resources 2008
http://www.MarketIntelligenceResources.com/
Marcus P. Zillman’s just released professional Internet MiniGuide is titled Market Intelligence Resources 2008 and is now available for purchase online and immediate download. This 130 page digital miniguide represents a comprehensive listing of the latest resources, sources and sites to discover the latest Market Intelligence sources available on the Internet with many of them freely available! Designed specifically for today’s entrepreneur, professional and/or investor.

Entrepreneurial Links 101
http://www.EntrepreneurialLinks.com/
Marcus P. Zillman’s newly released 130 page eReference digital book for the up and coming entrepreneur. Entrepreneurial Links 101 gives an alphabetical listing of the very best Internet and World Wide Web sites covering Entrepreneur Resources, Business Intelligence Resources and an extremely comprehensive list of Online Research Tools. This is considered by many to be the entrepreneur’s bible for finding relevant and competent online resources!

Internet Privacy and Security Resources
http://www.InternetPrivacySecurity.net/
Marcus P. Zillman’s latest eReference digital publication is a selected comprehensive alphabetical listing of the latest resources and sites covering all aspects of privacy and security currently available over the Internet. From the board room to the family room, these resources and sites give you the information you need to maintain your privacy and security as you use the Internet in your business and personal life.

Research Resources Online Guide
http://www.ResearchResourcesOnline.net/
Marcus P. Zillman’s latest LinkSeries Publication is a 170 page digital guide of a selected comprehensive alphabetical listing of the latest and greatest resources and sites covering all areas of research that is currently available over the Internet. The guide covers online research resources and tools for the Newbie to research as well as the Seasoned researcher. Contents include: a) Research Resources, b) Research Tools, c) Student Research Resources Toolkit, d) Knowledge Discovery/Management and Data Mining Resources, e) Knowledge Discovery/Retrieval and the World Wide Web Resources, and f) Subject Tracer™ Information Blogs.